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Cast my 
cares 

Yield my will 

Open my 
heart

Adore  
(w/ love) 

Surrender 
(w/ trust) 

Knock  
(w/ need)

What do you see in this text? What questions do you have? What answers can you find? What is God revealing to you here? Is there an attribute to adore, a truth to 
trust, a promise to hope in, a command to obey, a warning to heed, an example to follow? How does what he is revealing here connect to what he has revealed to us 
in the person and work of Jesus? Every verse in Scripture becomes good news when run through the cross of Christ. Preach the good news to yourself once more.

Do you believe the things God is revealing to you in this text? If there’s an attribute, are you adoring? If there’s a truth, are you trusting? If there’s a promise, are you 
hoping? If there’s a command, are you obeying? If there’s a warning, are you heeding? If there’s an example, are you following? Why or why not? What's in the way? 
How are these things being tested in what you are currently facing? How can Jesus come to your rescue? Make the good confession once more.

SANCTUM

What would this text look like walking out into the details of your life? Think again about what you are currently facing. If you adored, trusted, hoped in, obeyed, 
heeded, followed, how would it change your next 24 hours? Each day has enough trouble of its own (Matt 6:34). If this word from God can touch the next few 
hours, it will start to touch your life as a whole. Identify one thing you can do to apply this. Who else might need to hear this?  Bear the good fruit once more.

SOLITUDE SILENCE

SCRIPTURE

SOLACE

DISCOVER

NURTURE

APPLY


